
3.5 Passing by Value and Other Curious Facts about Java

public class ParameterTest
{

public static void foo (int x, double y)
{

x = 3;
y = 2.5;

}

public static void main (String[] args)
{

int a = 7;
double b = 6.5;
foo(a, b);
System.out.println(a + "," + b);

}
}

What is the output of running this program?  

7, 6.5

But, didn't we pass a and b to foo?  Doesn't foo change the values of a and 
b?  No!  Because Java passes arguments by VALUE, which means it makes a 
copy of the variables a and b.  So, in foo, we are only change the values 
of the copies (named x and y), not the original values a and b! 

The copies x and y are deleted as soon as we leave the method and return to 
the main method.  In Java, any time you create variables within a set of 
curly brackets { }, the variables cease to exist once you leave those 
brackets.

That is why the following doesn't work:

do 
{
   int x = 1;
   x++
} while (x < 10);

Once you leave the { }, x doesn't exist anymore, so you can't use it in the 
condition of your while loop!  You would have to declare x before the loop 
begins like this:



int x = 1;
do 
{
  x++
} while (x < 10);

About Making Objects = Each Other!

Consider the code:

PiggyBank a = new PiggyBank();
PiggyBank b = a;
b.addChange(200);
System.out.println(a.getToonies());

What is the output of running this program?

200

Whaa??  But we added 200 cents to b, not a!  Why did PiggyBank a get a 
toonie as well?  The answer is that there is only one PiggyBank.  Both a 
and b refer to the same object!

The only way to create a brand new object is to use the new keyword.  What 
has happened in the above code snippet is as follows:

First we make PiggyBank a.  What happens here is that Java creates the 
object in memory, and then stores a reference to that object in the 
variable a.  So, a is only a reference to the object.

 

On line 2, when we do b = a, we are creating a new reference to an object, 
not a new object.  So, we get a new reference that points to the same 
object as a:

So, any method calls to b (such as b.addChange(200) that we do on line 3) 
will also affect a, since they are actually pointing to the same PiggyBank!
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Passing Objects as Parameters (Arguments)

public class ObjTest
{

public static void dumpAtoB (Piggybank x, PiggyBank y)
{

int change = x.emptyPiggyBank()
y.addChange(change);

}

public static void main (String[] args)
{

PiggyBank a = new PiggyBank(2,0,0,0,0,0);
PiggyBank b = new PiggyBank(0,0,0,0,0,2); 
dumpAtoB(a,b);
System.out.print(a.getTotalValue() + "!");

}
}

What is the output of running this program?

0!

When you pass Objects as parameters, it sends a copy of the REFERENCE to 
the method dumpAtoB(PiggyBank x, PiggyBank y).  However, as we saw in the 
previous example, the copy will also point to the original object.  Here's 
how it happens:

We we begin the main method, we create 2 new PiggyBank objects:

When we call dumpAtoB(PiggyBank x, PiggyBank y), Java sends copies of a and 
b to the method, and names them x and y.  These are copies of the 
REFERENCE, not the object, so the new references (x and ) point to the same 
object as the original references (a and b):

a
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So, any use of x will affect the same object as a, and any use of y will 
affect the same object as b.  Hence, if we empty x, we empty b.

Other Useful Information

toString Methods

If an object has a toString method, then you can use System.out.print to 
print an object.  Say our PiggyBank object had a toString method that 
looked like this:

public String toString()
{

return ("This piggy bank has " + this.getTotalValue() + " cents.");
}

If this was the case, you could then do the following:

PiggyBank oink = new PiggyBank();
System.out.print(oink);

When you print the object oink, Java automatically calls the toString 
object, and the output would be:

This piggy bank has 0 cents.
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